GAS CLIP MONITORS & PUMP DOCK

GAS CLIP MONITORS

- 2 month battery life on a single charge
- Compact and lightweight
- 6 month calibration cycle
- Low maintenance cost
- Simple to use
- 100% quality control testing
- LEL sensor (IR) does not require oxygen

Gas Clip Technologies Multi Gas Clip with Infrared Sensor

GAS CLIP PUMP DOCK

- Test 4 detectors at a time, up to 12 per minute
- Reduce testing time and gas usage with our portable or wall mountable MGC Pump Dock
- Accurately test, record and store information critical to maintain safety
- Individual monitor event logs, firmware, unit configurations and bump/calibration logs
- Robust 4-GB USB gives you all the memory you need and the lithium ion battery ensures thousands of tests before needing to be recharged

Our MGC Pump Docks let you bump test and calibrate 4 detectors at once for LEL, H2S, CO and O2. With one dock, you can bump test up to 12 detectors in a minute, which saves valuable time and reduces the use of testing gas. The MGC Pump Dock, or MGC Pump Wall Mount Dock, is compatible with all MGC Pump detectors (Infrared or Pellistor).

These reliable portable multi gas detectors and docks are proven to help facility workers and contractors do their jobs safely, productively and cost effectively. Every second counts.

Gas Clip Technologies Pump Dock